
Foring, Combinatoris and De�nabilitySummary:Today: De�nable WellordersLarge ardinalsForing axiomsCardinal harateristis (new!)Other ontextsTuesday: Cardinal Charateristis on κRather new topi: Many open questionsContinuum funtion 2κDominating, bounding numbersCo�nality of the symmetri groupAlmost disjointness, splitting numbersWednesday: Models of PFA, BPFA



De�nable WellordersIn ZF, AC is equivalent to:H(κ+) an be wellordered for every κWhen an we obtain a de�nable wellorder of H(κ+)?
Σn de�nable wellorder of H(κ+): Wellorder of H(κ+) whih is Σnde�nable over H(κ+) with κ as a parameterRemarks:1. If n is at least 3, then κ an be eliminated, as {κ} is Π2 de�nable2. If λ is a limit ardinal and H(κ+) has a de�nable wellorder foro�nally many κ < λ, then H(λ) has a de�nable wellorder
Σn de�nable wellorder of H(κ+) with parameters: Wellorder ofH(κ+) whih is Σn de�nable over H(κ+) with arbitrary elements ofH(κ+) as parameters



De�nable Wellorders: Large ardinals and H(ω1)The best situation:V = L → Eah H(κ+) = Lκ+ has a Σ1 de�nable wellorderDe�nable wellorders and Large CardinalsH(ω1)
Σn de�nable wellorder of H(ω1) (with parameters) ∼
Σ1n+1 de�nable wellorder of the reals (with real parameters)Theorem(Mans�eld) Σ12 wellorder of the reals → every real belongs to L.(Martin-Steel) A Σ1n+2 wellorder of the reals is onsistent with nWoodin ardinals but inonsistent with n Woodin ardinals and ameasurable ardinal above them.



De�nable Wellorders: Large Cardinals and H(ω2)H(ω2)A foring is small i� it has size less than the least inaessible. Smallforings preserve all large ardinals.Theorem(Asperó-F) There is a small foring whih fores CH and ade�nable wellorder of H(ω2).The above wellorder is not Σ1. In fat:Theorem(Woodin) Measurable Woodin ardinal + CH → there is nowellorder of the reals whih is Σ1 over H(ω2).However:



De�nable Wellorders: Large ardinals and H(ω2)
Theorem(Avraham-Shelah) There is a small foring whih fores ∼ CH anda wellorder of the reals whih is Σ1 over H(ω2).Question 1. Is there a small foring whih fores a Σ2 wellorder ofH(ω2)?



De�nable Wellorders: Large ardinals and H(ω2)About the proof of:Theorem(Asperó-F) There is a small foring whih fores CH and ade�nable wellorder of H(ω2).Two ingredients:Canonial funtion odingStrongly type-guessing oding (Asperó)



De�nable Wellorders: Large ardinals and H(ω2)Canonial funtion odingFor eah α < ω2 hoose fα : ω1 → α onto and de�ne gα : ω1 → ω1by: gα(γ) = ordertype fα[γ].gα is a �anonial funtion� for α.Now ode A ⊆ ω2 by B ⊆ ω1 as follows:
α ∈ A i� gα(γ) ∈ B for a lub of γAssuming GCH, the foring to do this is ω-strategially losed and

ω2-.



De�nable Wellorders: Large ardinals and H(ω2)Asperó odingA lub-sequene in ω1 of height τ is a sequene ~C = (Cδ | δ ∈ S)where S ⊆ ω1 is stationary and eah Cδ is lub in δ of ordertype τ .
~C is strongly type-guessing i� for every lub C ⊆ ω1 there is a lubD ⊆ ω1 suh that for all δ in D ∩ S , ordertype(C ∩ C+

δ ) = τ , whereC+
δ denotes the set of suessor elements of Cδ.An ordinal γ is perfet i� ωγ = γ.Lemma(Asperó) Assume GCH. Let B ⊆ ω1. Then there is an

ω-strategially losed, ω2- foring that fores: γ ∈ B i� the γ-thperfet ordinal is the height of a strongly type-guessing lubsequene.



De�nable Wellorders: Large ardinals and H(ω2)To prove:Theorem(Asperó-F) There is a small foring whih fores CH and ade�nable wellorder of H(ω2).Assume GCH. Write H(ω2) as Lω2 [A], A ⊆ ω2.Use Canonial funtion oding to ode A by B ⊆ ω1.Use Asperó oding to ode B de�nably over H(ω2).Problem: B only odes H(ω2) of the ground model, not H(ω2) ofthe extension!Solution: Perform both odings �simultaneously�. The foring is ahybrid foring: halfway between iteration and produt.



De�nable Wellorders: Large ardinals and H(κ)H(κ)Theorem(Asperó-F) There is a lass foring whih fores GCH, preserves allsuperompat ardinals (as well as a proper lass of n-hugeardinals for eah n) and adds a de�nable wellorder of H(κ+) for allregular κ ≥ ω1.CorollaryThere is a lass foring whih fores GCH, preserves allsuperompat ardinals (as well as a proper lass of n-hugeardinals for eah n) and adds a parameter-free de�nable wellorderof H(δ) for all ardinals δ ≥ ω2 whih are not suessors ofsingulars.Suessors of singulars? Σ1 de�nable wellorders?



De�nable Wellorders: Large ardinals and H(κ)Suessors of singulars:Theorem(Asperó-F) Suppose that there is a j : L(H(λ+)) → L(H(λ+))�xing λ, with ritial point < λ. Then there is no de�nablewellorder of H(λ+) with parameters.Question 2. Is there a small foring that adds a de�nable wellorderof H(ℵω+1) with parameters?
Σ1 de�nable wellorders:TheoremThere is a lass foring whih fores GCH, preserves allsuperompat ardinals (as well as a proper lass of n-hugeardinals for eah n) and adds a Σ1 de�nable wellorder of H(κ+)with parameters for all regular κ ≥ ω1.



De�nable Wellorders and Foring AxiomsQuestion 3. Is there a small foring that adds a Σ1 de�nablewellorder of H(ω3)?De�nable wellorders and Foring AxiomsH(ω1)TheoremMA is onsistent with a Σ13 wellorder of the reals.(Caiedo-F) BPFA + ω1 = ωL1 (whih is onsistent relative to are�eting ardinal) implies that there is a Σ13 wellorder of the reals.Theorem(Hjorth) Assume ∼ CH and every real has a #. Then there is no
Σ13 wellorder of the reals.



De�nable Wellorders and Foring AxiomsQuestion 4. Does BPFA + 0# does not exist imply that there is a
Σ13 wellorder of the reals?Question 5. Is BMM onsistent with a projetive wellorder of thereals? PFA is not.Question 6. Is MA onsistent with the nonexistene of a projetivewellorder of the reals?For H(ω2):Theorem(Caiedo-Velikovi) BPFA + ω1 = ωL1 implies that there is a Σ1de�nable wellorder of H(ω2).Theorem(Larson) Relative to enough superompats, there is a model ofMM with a de�nable wellorder of H(ω2).



De�nable Wellorders and Foring Axioms
For larger H(κ):TheoremMA is onsistent with a de�nable wellorder of H(κ+) for all κ.(Re�eting ardinal) BSPFA is onsistent with a de�nable wellorderof H(κ+) for all κ.(Enough superompats) MM is onsistent with a de�nablewellorder of H(κ+) for all regular κ ≥ ω1.



De�nable Wellorders and Cardinal CharateristisNew ontext for de�nable wellorders: Cardinal CharateristisTemplate iteration T: A ountable support, ω2- iteration whihadds a Σ13 wellorder of the reals (and a Σ1 wellorder of H(ω2)). Itis not proper, but is S-proper for ertain stationary S ⊆ ω1.Broad projet: Mix the template iteration with a variety ofiterations for ontrolling ardinal harateristis.Theorem(V.Fisher - F) Eah of the following is onsistent with a Σ13wellorder of the reals: d < c, b < a = s, b < g.
b = the bounding number, a = the almost disjointness number,
s = the splitting number, g = the groupwise density number



De�nable WellordersThe template iteration T is gentle (ωω bounding) but also �exible(it an be mixed with any ountable support proper iteration ofposets of size ω1)One an also ask for niely de�nable witnesses to ardinalharateristis. A sample result:Theorem(F-Zdomskyy) It is onsistent that a = ω2 and there is a Π12 in�nitemaximal almost disjoint family.Question 7. Is it onsistent with a = ω2 that there is a Σ12 in�nitemaximal almost disjoint family?



De�nable Wellorders in other ContextsQuestions.8. Is it onsistent that for all in�nite regular κ, GCH fails at κ andthere is a de�nable wellorder of H(κ+)?9. Is the tree property at ω2 onsistent with a projetive wellorderof the reals?10. Is it onsistent that the nonstationary ideal on ω1 is saturatedand there is a Σ14 wellorder of the reals?11. Is it onsistent that GCH fails at a measurable ardinal κ andthere is a de�nable wellorder of H(κ+)?



Cardinal Charateristis at κCardinal harateristis on ω is a vast subjet.Examples from Blass' survey:
a, b, d, e, g, h, i, m, p, r, s, t, uThese are all at most c, the ardinality of the ontinuum.

κ regular, unountable. We onsider analogues of some of theabove for κ

a(κ), b(κ), d(κ) . . .Why?



Cardinal Charateristis at κFour reasons:1. Higher iterated foringCard Chars ω / Countable support iterations ≡Card Chars κ / Higher support iterations2. Large ardinal ontext: Card Chars at a measurable3. Global behaviour as κ varies, Internal onsisteny4. Solve problems at κ that are unsolved at ωIllustrate with some examples



Cardinal Charateristis at κThe Card Char 2κGlobal behaviourTheorem(Corollary to Easton's Theorem) It is onsistent that 2α = α++ forall regular α.Foring used: Easton produt of α-Cohen forings Cohen(α, α++).Internal onsistenyTheorem(F-Ondrejovi¢) Assuming that 0# exists, there is an inner model inwhih 2α = α++ for all regular α.Foring used: Reverse Easton iteration of α-Cohen forings.



Cardinal Charateristis at κ

Large ardinal ontextTheorem(Woodin) Assume that κ is hypermeasurable. Then in a foringextension, κ is measurable and 2κ = κ++.Foring used: Reverse Easton iteration of α-Cohen forings, α ≤ κ,
α inaessible, followed by Cohen(κ+, κ++).



Cardinal Charateristis at κNow look at The Card Char d(κ)Global BehaviourTheorem(Cummings-Shelah) It is onsistent that d(α) = α+ < 2α for allregular α.Forings used: α-Cohen produt and α-Hehler iteration.



Cardinal Charateristis at κLarge ardinal ontextTheorem(F-Thompson) Assume that κ is hypermeasurable. Then in ageneri extension, κ is measurable and d(κ) = κ+ < 2κ.Foring used: Reverse Easton iteration of α-Saks produts, α ≤ κ,
α inaessible. Two interesting points:i. If you try this with κ-Cohen and κ-Hehler then you need somesuperompatnessii. The proof is easier than Woodin's proof, whih only gives
κ+ < 2κ



Cardinal Charateristis at κLarge Cardinal ontext together with Global BehaviourTheorem(F-Thompson) Assume that κ is hypermeasurable. Then in ageneri extension, κ is measurable and (α) = α+ < 2α for allregular α.Forings used: (Reverse Easton iteration of) α-Saks at inaessible
α ≤ κ, α-Cohen produt followed by α-Hehler iteration atsuessors of non-inaessibles, something new at α+, α inaessible(α+-Cohen produt followed by a mixture of α-Saks produt and
α+-Hehler iteration).Conlusion: Understanding d(κ) in the Large ardinal settingrequires a areful hoie of forings; mixing it with the GlobalBehaviour of d(α) requires the invention of new forings



Cardinal Charateristis at κ

Remark. (F-Honzik) Easton's Theorem for 2α has been worked outin the large ardinal setting. But:Question 12. What Global Behaviours for d(α) are possible whenthere is a measurable ardinal?



Cardinal Charateristis at κThe Card Char CofSym(α)Sym(α) = group of permutations of α under omposition.CofSym(α) = least λ suh that Sym(α) is the union of a stritlyinreasing λ-hain of subgroups.Sharp and Thomas: CofSym(α) an be anything reasonable.But its Global Behaviour is nontrivial!Theorem(Sharp-Thomas) (a) Suppose that α < β are regular and GCHholds. Then in a o�nality-preserving foring extension,CofSym(α) = β.(b) If CofSym(α) > α+ then CofSym(α+) ≤ CofSym(α).Question 13. Is it onsistent that CofSym(ω) = CofSym(ω1) = ω3?



Cardinal Charateristis at κCofSym has been studied in the Large Cardinal setting:Theorem(F-Zdomskyy) Suppose that κ is hypermeasurable. Then in aforing extension, κ is measurable and CofSym(κ) = κ++.Forings used: Iteration of Miller(κ) (with ontinuous lub-splitting)and a generalisation of Saks(κ).The proof also uses gl (κ) (groupwise density number forontinuous partitions).



Cardinal Charateristis at κ

a(κ) and d(κ)

a(κ) = minimum size of a (size at least κ) maximal almost disjointfamily of subsets of κAn old open problem:Question 14. Does d(ω) = ω1 imply a(ω) = ω1?But this is solved at unountable ardinals!Theorem(Blass-Hyttinen-Zhang) For unountable α, d(α) = α+ implies
a(α) = α+



Cardinal Charateristis at κAre there other open questions for ω whih an be solved forunountable ardinals?Question 15. Can p(κ) be less than t(κ)? Maybe it will help toassume that κ is a large ardinal.Question 16. Can s(κ) be singular?More open Questions.17. (Without large ardinals) Is b(κ) < a(κ) onsistent for anunountable κ?18. Whih Global Behaviours for b(α), d(α) are internallyonsistent? Cummings-Shelah answered this for ordinaryonsisteny.19. (Without superompatness) Can s(κ) be greater than κ+?Zapletal: Need (almost) a hypermeasurable.20. Is it onsistent that CofSym(κ) = κ+++ for a measurable κ?



Some models of PFA, BPFALet C be a lass of foringsFA(C) = Foring Axiom for CFor P in C, an hit ω1-many predense sets in P with a �lter on PBFA(C) = Bounded Foring Axiom for CFor P in C, an hit ω1-many predense sets of size ≤ ω1 in P with a�lter on PPFA = FA(Proper) = Proper Foring AxiomBPFA = BFA(Proper) = Bounded Proper Foring AxiomUseful Fat. (Bagaria, Stavi-Väänänen) BPFA is equivalent to the
Σ1 elementarity of H(ω2)V in H(ω2)V [G ] for proper P andP-generi G



Some models of PFA, BPFA
Theorem(a) (Baumgartner) If there is a superompat then PFA holds in aproper foring extension.(b) (Goldstern-Shelah) If there is a re�eting ardinal (i.e., aregular κ suh that H(κ) ≺Σ2 V ) then BPFA holds in a properforing extension.



Some models of PFA, BPFACardinal MinimalityV is ardinal minimal i� whenever M is an inner model with theorret ardinals (i.e., CardM = CardV ) then M = V .Loal version: κ a ardinal. V is κ-minimal i� whenever M is aninner model with the orret ardinals ≤ κ then H(κ)M = H(κ).ExamplesL is trivially ardinal minimal.Let x be κ-Saks, κ-Miller or κ-Laver over L. Then L[x ] is notardinal minimal.Let f : κ → κ+ be a minimal ollapse of κ+ to κ over L. Then L[f ]is ardinal minimal.More interesting examples: Core models



Some models of PFA, BPFATheoremLet K be the ore model for a measurable, hypermeasurable, strongor Woodin ardinal. Then K is ardinal minimal. In fat, K is
κ-minimal for all κ ≥ ω2.
ω1-minimality fails for ore models, and in fat whenever 0# exists:TheoremSuppose that 0# exists. Then V is not ω1-minimal. In fat, there isan inner model M with the orret ω1 whih is a foring extensionof L.



Some models of PFA, BPFAAnother soure of ardinal minimality: Models of foring axiomsSPFA = FA(Semiproper) = Semiproper Foring AxiomBSPFA = BFA(Semiproper) = Bounded Semiproper Foring AxiomTheorem(Velikovi) Suppose that SPFA holds. Then V is ω2-minimal.There is a related result for BPFA:Theorem(Caiedo-Velikovi) Suppose that BPFA holds. Then V is
ω2-minimal with respet to inner models satisfying BPFA: If M isan inner model satisfying BPFA with the orret ω2 thenH(ω2)M = H(ω2).



Some models of PFA, BPFATheorem(a) Suppose that there is a superompat. Then in some foringextension, PFA holds and the universe is not ω2-minimal.(b) Suppose that there is a re�eting ardinal. Then in someforing extension, BPFA holds and the universe is not ω2-minimal.The proofs are based on:Lemma(Collapsing to ω2 with ��nite onditions�) Assume GCH. Supposethat κ is inaessible and S denotes [κ]ω of V . Then there is aforing P suh that:(a) P fores κ = ω2.(b) P is S-proper, and hene preserves ω1, in any extension of V inwhih S remains stationary.



Some models of PFA, BPFAWe sketh the proof of (a):(a) Suppose that there is a superompat. Then in some foringextension, PFA holds and the universe is not ω2-minimal.
κ superompat.Collapse κ to ω2 with �nite onditions, produing V [F ].Perform Baumgartner's PFA iteration, but at stage α < ω2, hoosea foring in V [F ↾ α,Gα] whih is S-proper there; argue that it isalso S-proper in V [F ,Gα]. Important: Only use names fromV [F ↾ α,Gα], to keep the foring small! �Diagonal iteration�Verify that PFA (indeed FA(S − Proper)) holds in V [F ,G ].As κ = ω2 both in V [F ] and in V [F ,G ], this shows that V [F ,G ] isnot ω2-minimal.



Some models of PFA, BPFAHow to ollapse an inaessible κ to ω2 with �nite onditions?Let # : [κ]ω → κ be injetive. P onsists of all pairs p = (A, S)suh that:1. A is a �nite set of disjoint losed intervals [α, β], α ≤ β < κ,of(α) ≤ ω1.2. S is a �nite subset of [κ]ω (�side onditions�).3. Tehnial.4. Let F be the set of unountable o�nality α for [α, β] in A,together with κ. The height of x ∈ S is the least element of Fgreater than sup x . Then:i. (Closure under trunation) x in S , α in F implies x ∩ α in S .ii. (Almost an ∈-hain) If x , y ∈ S have the same height then
#(x) ∈ y , #(y) ∈ x or x = y .



Some models of PFA, BPFA
The foring is κ- and adds a lub in κ onsisting only of ordinalsof o�nality ≤ ω1. So κ beomes ω2.Questions.21. Suppose that BSPFA holds. Then is V ω2-minimal with respetto inner models satisfying BSPFA?22. Is there a foring whih ollapses an inaessible to ω3 �with�nite onditions�?


